the same distance apart as any other two adjacent points. Also, we wish the points of Cz to be staggered between the points of Cr and Cs . These constraints are satisfied readily by applying, in radian measure, the recursion formulas oi+r: rl cos(0.05235987755i), i, -0,119 Ai+L : 11 szrz(0.05235987755i'), i' : 0, 119 r i+t : 12 cos (0. 05 2359877 55i' + 0.026L7993878), i' : L20, 239 Ai+r : 12 si,n(0.05235987755i + 0.02617993878)' i, : 120, 239 vi+t : 13 cos(0.05235987755i), i, :24A,359 vt+t : 13 sin. (0.05235987755i,), i, :240,359. For 11 :5, 12: 6, rB : 7, Figure I shows the resulting 360 point configuration and
indicates the counterclockwise ordering of the points.
Next, at each point (r;, g;), we set a unit mass particle P; , as shown in Figure 2 . This configuration is called a ball. If one wishes the ball to have a more continuous type representation, one need only increase the radius of each particle, and this effect is shown in Figure 3 . In the plot of Figure 3 , the radius of each particle is taken to be 2.5 Figure 5 shows the neighbors of .Q for typical particles on C1, C2, and Cs.
In order to simulate a bouncing ball, we next introduce force interactions between particles. It is assumed throughout that each particle interacts only with its neighbors. In order not to be overly general in the discussion , let us assume that rr, 12, T3 are 5, 6, 7, respectively. Any other choice can be treated in the fashion to be described next.
First, let kbe a particle on C1. Fi: E(-h + ff) , nonc2,Pionc2 n-E(-h + ff) , nonc2,Pioncs
Fr: E(-h + W), noncs,Pioncs.
The forces just derived are called local forces because they act locally, that is, only between a particle and its neighbors. Unlike local forces, gravity, which is a long range force, acts on all particles uniformly. Note also that the equilibrium distance for each -4 is unchanged by the choice of E.
Finally, as in molecular mechanics, we will determine the dynamical behavior of the ball from given initial data by using Newtonian mechanics. At any time, two forces act on each particle, namely, the local force due to its neighbors and gravity, whose magnitude is denoted by g. The resulting 360-body problem will be solved numerically by the leap frog formulas [9] . A FORTRAN computer program is available for the interested reader [10] . 3. Examples. Throughout this section we will scale forces so that the computational times will be relatively minimal. To accomplish this we fix the time step throughout to be . In this fashion we will require the use only of a scientific pc, which for the examples which follow will be a Digital Npha275. For smaller time steps, cpu time can be prohibitive.
In the examples we will consider the X-axis to be a solid boundary. Initially, the ball will be placed entirely above the axis and we will require that it never fall below the uris. However, numerical computations can yield a negative y6for a particle 4 , and so we need a protocol to handle this possibility. In such cases we will proceed as follows. If for Ptthepoint (rra)has96 < 0, then a.;willbereplacedby -Ai,u,,iwillbereplaced by au,,.; &nd u,y,,i will be replaced by Bu Figure 3 to be 10 cm above the X-axis. Set all initial velocities equal to zero. This configuration is shown in Figure 5 (a) at f : 0. Now let the ball drop frorn this position of rest. The resulting bouncing motion is shown every 3 million time steps, that is, att=0, 3,6,9,12,15 in Figure 5 (a)-(0. Figure 5(d) shows that, for the present choice of parameters, the ball shows extensive bending. Figure 6 shows Figure 5 (d) using a smaller particle radius and reveals the mechanism of the bounce. In Figure 6 one sees that the flattened portion contains particle compression, which yields large repulsion between these particles, the culmination of which is the bounce effect in Figure 5 (e), 5(f Figure S Example 4. Example 3 was rerun with E:16000. As in Example 2, the local forces are greatly increased. The resulting bouncing is shown in Figure 9 (a)-(o) at the respective times F0, 1.5,3.0,4.5,6.0,7.5,8.5,9.0,10.5,12.0,13.5,15.0,16.5,18.0,19.5 Figure 10 . The consecutive positions, left to right, are at the times t: 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 . The configuration at t :8, which is the collision point of the ball with the axis, shows that the ball becomes irregular. This is due to the strong frictional efifect of the interaction. Indeed, at this point in time the ball is forced into clockwise rotation and its total horizontal speed decreases, as is evident from the right portion of the figure. Symmetry could no longer be utilized in the program and the cpu time was 8.3 hrs. Example 6, Example 5 was modified so that the interaction with the axis was frictionless, that is, with o:!, F --1. The result is shown in Figure 11 . The consecutive positions, left to right, are at the times t: 0,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18' The ball is never forced into rotation and never loses its horizontal speed. Example 7. The initial parameters are those of Example 2. However, the ball is now placed on a 45o incline with its center 10 cm above the X axis, as shown in Figure 12 The motion is taken to be frictionless. The roll down the incline and the bounce off the axis is shown in Figure 13 at t: 0,8,14,20. A variety of other examples were run in addition to those described above, usually with entirely similar results. This was the case for 11 ,r2,rsequal to l0,ll,l2, respectively, and for cases with parameter choices P:2, Q : 4 in (l)' 4. Remarks. A particle modelling method for a particular problem in contact mechanics has been explored. It allowed us to understand the mechanism of elastic behavior and to explore the relative importance of various physical parameters. In this fashion, one can develop intuition for various other contact mechanics problerns of interest [1] .
A procedure being studied now for making the discussion of this paper quantitative is as follows. After choosing a particular metal for the ball, molecules will be lump massed into particles using conservation both of total mass and of total energy [8] . rF (r.EQ. l) GO ;<t,-
